SEATRiP (SEAS and SEAS-related) Courses: Academic Year 2017-2018

Fall 2017:

*Graduate Seminars:*

SEAS 200/ ANTH 202: Topics in Southeast Asian Studies - Prof Christina Schwenkel

SEAS 205/ CPLT 205: Literature of Southeast Asia – Prof. Hendrik Maier

Winter 2018

*Graduate Seminars:*

RLST 252 – Southeast Asian Islam – Professor Muhamad Ali
(can be substituted for SEAS 202)

Spring 2018:

*Upper-division Undergraduate Courses (can be taken with concurrent SEAS 292 enrollment to fulfill graduate course requirement):*

AST160/ HIST184/ SEAS184/ VNM 184: The Vietnam Wars – Professor David Biggs (can be substituted for SEAS 204)

MCS 130: Filipino American Culture – Professor Sarita See
(can be substituted for SEAS 206)